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by Cole van Miltenburg
Editor-in-Chief
     Political revelations in Nigeria are beginning to 
unfold as the presidential election approaches. In 
early 2019, citizens will vote to determine their pres-
ident for the next four-year term, and candidates are 
already campaigning to the general public. Nigeria 
is Africa’s largest oil producer and has an economy 
booming with development; the future president is 
anticipated to further economic interests and unite 
the country while diminishing the presence of polit-
ical corruption within the government.
     Nigeria has a Muslim-majority north and Chris-
tian-majority south. One key problem facing Nigeria 
in the upcoming election is political instability in 
the north, some of which comes from to the rise of 
the radical Islamic group Boko Haram in the area 
ever since the terrorist organization gained power 
in 2009.
    Current sitting president Muhammadu Buhari 
vowed to run for reelection in a visit to the north, 
the region of origin where he holds the most polit-
ical strength. He bases his political platform on 
promises to boost Nigeria’s economy after a recent 
recession that hit earlier this year, and he also vows 
to eliminate the threat of Boko Haram. “This is why 
the government’s priority is to make sure that Boko 
Haram is defeated,” Buhari said. “It is not only for 
the northeast, it is for the rest of Nigeria.”
     However, several opponents threaten Buhari’s 
chance at reelection, including his current vice-pres-
ident, Atiku Abubakar, who left the ruling All Pro-
gressive Congress (APC) political party in December 
after calling it a “draconian clampdown on all forms 
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of democracy.” Now, as a member of the oppos-
ing People’s Democratic Party (PDP), Abubakar 
expressed his intent to run again for president 
despite losing the previous election to Buhari. 
Abubakar’s campaign favors regional autonomy 
and a transfer of power to regional govern-
ments, which especially appeals to the people of  
southern Nigeria.
   The people of Nigeria are closely watching 
developments of the upcoming election with the 
hope of enhancing political stability and economic 
development in the country.
(Sources: Bloomberg, Vanguard, The Independent)

DIRTY LAUNDRY: Leader Muhammadu Buhar restricts opposition.

by Henry Lamb
News Editor
     The former President of Yemen, Ali Abdullah 
Saleh, died Monday, Dec. 4, after terminating a 
three-year alliance with the Houthi rebels. After 
facing a siege on his home in Sanaa by the Houthis, 
Saleh attempted to escape to another home in 
Sanhan. At a checkpoint just outside of Sanhan, 
Houthis stopped Saleh’s car and a small skirmish 
that broke out led to the killing of Selah and several 
of his top aides. Much still remains unknown about 
the circumstances of the killings.
     Saleh grew up in Sanhan in a poor family. 
His father died after divorcing his mother, and 
his mother later went on to remarry her ex-hus-
band’s brother. Saleh left home to join the North 
Yemeni   Armed Forces, and gradually rose up 
the ranks. Nineteen years later, the President of 
Yemen appointed Saleh as the Military Governor 

of Ta’izz, the third largest city in Yemen. When 
al-Ghashmi, the then President of Yemen died, the 
Parliament elected Saleh as President of the Yemen 
Arab Republic.
      In 1999, Saleh became Yemen’s first elected pres-
ident. He won 96.2% of the vote over his opponent 
Najeeb Qahtan Al-Sha’abi. In his time of rule, Saleh 
earned a reputation as anoften times ruthless and 
unpredictable leader. The first hints of his corrupt 
rule came with the mysterious deaths of the former 
presidents of Yemen. Under his watch, bribery and 
arms smuggling flourished in the country; Saleh 
himself even took part in arms trafficking. In the 
90s he struck up a friendship with Saddam Hussein, 
but later turned in 2003 to join the international 
coalition against Hussein.
    During the Arab Spring, a series of pro-democ-
racy uprisings in the Middle East and North Africa, 
Saleh’s popularity plummeted. Shortly after a failed 
assassination attempt that left him badly burned 
from an explosion, Saleh gave up his position as 
president after 33 years.
     In an attempt to gain his power back again, 
Saleh joined the Houthi forces. The Houthis are a 
rebel group seeking control of Yemen against the 
Saudi-led military coalition. 
    In recent months, Saleh’s relationship with the 
Houthis began to break down. It was Saleh’s recent 
attempts to end his association with the Houthis 
and work with the Saudi-coalition that ultimately 
led to his death.
     Many in Yemen wait in uncertainty to see how 
the death of this major figure affects the country.
(Sources: Al Jazeera, CNN, NYT)
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TRICKY POLITICS: Saleh allied with the Saudis before his death.

 

by Nate White
Sports Editor
    Many know Corsica as a beautiful island, attract-
ing tourists from throughout Europe. It has also 
made headlines based on the debate over which 
country can claim ownership of the island. The 
island’s culture and heritage leans Italian; however, 
the island remains committed to France. Unfortu-
nately, over time, the small island has made a name 
for itself based on assassinations and killings. On 
Dec. 5, at the Bastia airport, an individual was shot. 
    History establishes Corsica as a dangerous place, 
considering the killings in previous years. The 
island used to be full of violence as separatists 
fought for their beliefs. They were fighting against 
the French mainland, and the violence took a toll 
on the people and their original principles. This 
mostly concluded when the main violent group 
claimed a ceasefire in 2014. Gang-related violence 
and drug trafficking continues to occur on the 
island, contributing to present dangers. In just 
the last 20 years, approximately 12 public figures 
have been assassinated in Corsica. However, when 
the ceasefire occurred, violence decreased. This was 
largely due to people growing tired of the killing. 
People began to forget and move away from their 
original beliefs, and the separatist cause lost its 
course and motivation.
     The shooting at the Bastia airport involved four 
people, including the killer. The attacker killed one 
person, while two others were injured.  The incident 
occurred near the entrance of the airport in the 
parking lot. The assailant shot multiple times and 
killed one man, while a different man sustained 
several bullet wounds. The last man  received minor 
injuries. Police stated that they remain investi-
gating the entirety of the situation, including 
the killer’s motives. They are also searching for a 

Olympics bans Russia 
“getaway” car the shooter after the attack. 
   Last Sunday, the people of Corsica voted for a 
new regional assembly, and the results suggested 
a victorious nationalist party on the island. The 
round this Sunday will determine if the nationalist 
are successful in achieving their beliefs for more 
autonomy on the island, and stronger local powers.
(Sources: Sky News, The Local Fr, Express)
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EVE OF DESTRUCTION: The North Koreans use their military power propaganda.

    As an additional punishment, the IOC also 
charged the Russian Olympic Committee with a fine 
of 15 million dollars. This money will repay the cost 
for the IOC to complete the investigation and will 
fund more money for the global anti-doping system. 
Though a majority of the Russian athletes used 
performance-enhancing drugs, some did not. 
Instead of banning every athlete, including those 
who did not commit a crime, the IOC has decided 
to grant those who refrained from illegal drugs use 
eligibility to participate in the Pyeongchang games 
this February as neutral competitors. 
       As an additional punishment for athletes who 
were caught using drugs, the IOC revoked their 
medals, thereby upgrading the athletes on the 
pedestal around them. Many athletes, including 
luge Olympian Erin Hamlin, agreed with the pun-
ishments Russia received. Hamlin talked with USA 
Today, stating, “They actually stuck to their guns 
of making a decision to punish people for cheating; 
it’s pretty refreshing to have that Olympic ideal 
upheld.” Hamin is similar to many others who agree 
with the IOC’s punishments. After long months of 
suspicious Russian activities during the Olympics, 
the country ultimately received its punishment. 
(Sources: USA Today, Sky News, Elite Daily)

by Reegan McCluskey
Opinion Editor
    After a 17-month investigation, results show 
that Russia influenced hundreds of its Olympic ath-
letes to use drugs in order to strengthen them for 
their events during the 2014 Winter Olympic Games 
in Sochi, Russia. Once these results surfaced, the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) decided to 
ban Russia from the Winter Olympic Games in 2018. 
     Although this consequence may seem harsh, 
Russia had previous problems with drugs at the 
2016 Rio Olympics. For the Rio Games, Russia 
brought 389 athletes, and out of this group over 
one-fourth did not to participate due to the use 
of illegal substances. The IOC later discovered with 
the help of the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA)  
that ”beyond a reasonable doubt...the Russian 
Ministry of Sport and its Olympic preparation team 
had allowed state-funded doping.” 
      Even with the fiasco at the Summer Olympics, 
it wasn’t until recently that the IOC possessed hard 
evidence to ban an entire country from the Olym-
pics. An IOC ban is not necessarily unusual. The 
last significant banned country was India in the 
2014 games for corruption. The Russia ban seems 
more important due to previous misdemeanors and 
other activity in the news.  
     Some consequences for the doping include 
officials received specific punishments. The Russian 
deputy prime minister, Vitaly Mutko, can no longer 
attend any Olympic Games for the rest of his life. 
Mutko, who worked on the planning committee for 
the 2018 Olympic Games in South Korea, previously 
denied any allegations about state-backed doping 
activities. Additionally, the IOC also administered 
punishments on to Mutko’s deputy minister, Yuri 
Nagornykh. The IOC also banned Nagornykh from 
the Olympics just like to his boss. ISLAND PARADISE: The vacation spot struggles with violent crime.

North Korea provokes global powers with rockets
by Hayley Knowlton 
People Editor
       In the wake of North Korea’s most successful missile test, ten-
sions with the country have grown to new heights. This new missile 
flew higher and longer than any other launched in North Korean 
history, challenging and threatening the US. North Korea stated that 
Hwasong-15, a new intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), can 
reach any location in North America. In an attempt to prove to the 
US that it is a country capable of doing serious damage, North Korea 
continues to perfect its nuclear weapons and announce its progress. 
      People on Cathay Pacific Flight 893 from San Francisco to Hong 
Kong, as well as those on two Korean Air flights headed for Incheon 
International Airport in Japan, saw the missile in action from the 
air. Experts, seeing the photos, explained that the new missiles were 
visibly more developed than older models. These sightings raised 
concerns about risks to those flying in Japanese airspace. While the 
airlines did not know exactly how far the launches were from the 
planes, the potential threat of these weapons to airplanes is a major 
concern. While these ICBMs are not intended to harm aircraft, they 
still pose a risk to planes. In 2014, North Korea discontinued the 
practice of issuing a warning before launching a missile test, and 

the uncertainty of when the next test will occur concerns aviation 
security consultants. 
      The advances in the new ICBM invoke fear in South Korea and a 
feeling of threat in the US. This Hwasong-15, an improved version 
of Hwasong-14, reached a height 4,475 kilometers, which is a new 
record. Falling into the ocean off the Japanese coast after 53 min-
utes, the missile reached a horizontal distance of 950 kilometers. 
North Korean officials report that it can go much farther; in the test, 
they aimed the weapon vertically, hindering its ability to reach its 
potential distance. South Korea quickly responded with a nuclear 
drill, emphasizing safety as its primary concern. The US, however, 
saw this test as a challenge, and Trump ordered North Korea, “do 
not try us,” during a public speech in South Korea.
    While Trump responded firmly and even mockingly to North 
Korea’s advances during previous nuclear tests, he simply said, “we 
will take care of it” following the most recent launch. A week after 
the test, Trump tweeted that “additional major sanctions will be 
imposed on North Korea,” a fact that US Secretary of State Rex Til-
lerson confirmed. According to the White House, Trump, in a phone 
call with Chinese President Xi Jinping, stressed the need for China 
to convince North Korea to end aggressive acts toward the US and 

“return to the path of denuclearization.” US Secretary of Defense 
James Mattis emphasized the fact that North Korea continues to 
threaten the US and overall world peace. Though the White House 
released no specific plans, Trump repeatedly tells his audience that 
the US government will handle this issue. US citizens can only wait 
for a plan to arise. 
(Sources: NY Times, CNN)
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